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ABSTRACT
Newman, John M., M.S., December 2009
Geography
Rural Subdivision Planning in Missoula County, Montana: A Planner’s Perspective
Chairperson: Dr. Sarah Halvorson
Missoula County, Montana, located in the western portion of the state along its border
with Idaho, consists of the City of Missoula and a number of unincorporated population
centers extending outward from the urban area. The former benefits from typical urban
services and faces land use planning issues typical of city locales, including public
transportation, brownfields and infill development, and enhancement of the urban core.
The latter areas, by virtue of their rural nature, are the subject of an entirely different
series of land use planning conversations. The unincorporated areas of the county, in
towns such as Seeley Lake, Florence, Huson, and Frenchtown, consider land use planning
issues in the context of impacts to water quality and wildlife, distance from services, and
preservation of open space and agricultural land. When subdivisions of property are
proposed in these areas, the proposals are evaluated by a set of criteria seeking to address
these contexts, thereby addressing those qualities that for many County residents define
the property’s rurality.
Three case studies consisting of two subdivision proposals and a County effort to
pinpoint rural residential fire protection requirements are analyzed from the point of view
of the assigned case planner. The successes and failures, as well as the strengths and
weaknesses, of each case are examined, and the outcomes are situated in the context of
the larger surrounding area. The analysis sheds light on the often preventative role of the
planner in rural subdivision planning in Missoula County and touches on the difficulties
encountered in reviewing land development proposals in the area.
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INTRODUCTION
Planning, whether for the sake of economics, warfare, land-use, or other purpose,
is fundamentally “concerned with a rational and systematic analysis of alternative courses
of action, and with ways of implementing an appropriate course of action to meet
relevant aims, goals, and objectives” (Priemus et al 2007, xi). Simply put, planning seeks
to set the best possible course for achieving a future outcome. Humans establish and
execute plans of varying complexity and longevity on a daily basis, as do other species
intending to survive the inherent variables of life. Indeed, the very basic “instinct to
control or ‘plan’ seems to be ingrained” (Priemus et al 2007, xi).
Planning the appearance and spatiality of the built environment, as well as its
interaction with both its human inhabitants and the surrounding natural environment, is of
critical importance to societal health, safety, and welfare. This notion became clear in the
United States at the beginning of the twentieth century as industrial growth threatened
health, swelling immigrant populations were perceived as a threat to safety, and the
welfare of many appeared darkened by the shadow of looming cities (Cullingworth and
Caves 2003). While the stimuli for land-use planning have evolved and certainly grown
more numerous since the days of the Standard State Zoning Enabling Act and Ambler v.
Euclid, the underlying goals of protection and preservation remain solvent in the land-use
planning field to this day (Cullingworth and Caves 2003). In the rural areas of Missoula
County, Montana, located in the western part of the state along what Steinberg (2001, 2)
deems “the most rugged boundary between any two states in the union,” those underlying
goals manifest themselves in unique ways. Indeed the picturesque foothills and valley
bottoms, forests and grasslands of this area of the state are populated by individuals who
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wish “to live in and preserve these landscapes simultaneously,” giving rise to a new set of
criteria by which development must be measured against (Travis 2007, 4).
Statement of Purpose
This paper aims to explore the role of the rural subdivision planner in Missoula
County, Montana through an examination of three case studies. In assessing what the
role and duties of a rural subdivision planner might be in Missoula County, the analysis
looks at the strengths and weakness of arguments forwarded during consideration of the
three case studies. Additionally, some of the successes and failures of the planner
assigned to each case are examined. Generally, the paper posits that the case-by-case
action of a rural subdivision planner in Missoula County is fundamentally a function of
the “rural” nature of the jurisdiction. The cases explored herein each unfolded in a
particular manner because of the rural Missoula County setting and, similarly to other
parts of the western United States, its uniqueness compared to more densely populated,
homogenous regions of the country. As Travis (2007) notes, the very reason for rapid
development in a place like Missoula County – its landscape, its natural beauty, its rural
character – is threatened by development itself, requiring land development proposals to
carefully consider impacts to these characteristics. The consequence of ignoring the
impacts, describes Boorstin (1973, 370), is the eradication of that uniqueness in favor of
the predictable repetition of “sights and sounds,” producing a uniform landscape devoid
of individuality and stripped of the rural attributes by which a place was formerly
defined. Wrobel and Steiner (1997, 2) note that the western United States has seen this
destruction, this loss of the “once distinctive place now homogenized by mass culture and
swallowed by the leviathan state…crushed between corporate glaciers from the
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coasts…the true West as a wide-open place of promise” now gone. How might the rural
subdivision planner in Missoula County, Montana diminish this eradication and mitigate
the destructive pattern?
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BACKGROUND AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
If the role of the rural subdivision planner might be to engage rural development
and work to manage or mitigate its effects, then the impetus for rural development in the
first place is critical to the discussion of those possible roles. This section provides a
theoretical background for a contemporary pattern of rural land development prevalent in
western Montana and the western United States more broadly, as well as describes the
process by which that development is approached by the rural subdivision planner in
Missoula County, Montana.
A Rural Transformation
The United States Census Bureau defines the term “rural” strictly in relation to
the term “urban.” Thus, “rural” areas consist of “all territory, population, and housing
units located outside of urbanized areas and urban clusters” (U.S. Census Bureau
Glossary 2009). “Urbanized area” is then defined as “a densely settled area that has a
census population of at least 50,000,” while “urban cluster” is defined as “a densely
settled area that has a census population of 2,500 to 49,999” (U.S. Census Bureau
Glossary 2009). Missoula County, consisting of the City of Missoula and all other
unincorporated areas and population centers within the County’s approximately 2,600
square mile area, has an estimated population of 107, 320 people (U.S. Census Bureau
Quickfacts – Missoula County 2009). The City of Missoula, sized at 23 square miles, has
an estimated population of 64,081 people (U.S. Census Bureau Quickfacts – City of
Missoula 2009). Combining these figures, Missoula County outside of the City of
Missoula has a population of 43,239 people spread over an area measuring approximately
2,577 square miles, resulting in a density of approximately 17 people per square mile.
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Compared to the approximately 2,786 people per square mile inhabiting the City of
Missoula urban center, the majority of Missoula County is very sparsely settled and
squarely classified as “rural” per the Census Bureau.
Apart from the quantitative definition, however, “rural” places represent certain
ideals and conjure various images. Flora (2003) notes that isolation is a key factor
contributing to the rural image, though one that has become less of an actuality as
mobility increases. Generally, that isolation coupled with “small size…produce[d]
relatively homogenous rural cultures, economies based on natural resources, and a strong
sense of local identity,” which in turn create a rural image for both insiders and outsiders
(Flora 2003, 4). Berry (2008, 36-40) also touches on the themes of mobility and
technology in relation to rural landscapes, positing that rural settlements by nature
promote “community economics” and the “sharing of fate” while discouraging what he
terms a “doctrine of limitlessness.” This doctrine, based upon “the supposed possibility
of limitless growth, limitless wants, limitless wealth, limitless natural resources, limitless
energy, and limitless debt,” is continually fueled by the perception that technology will
provide answers and solutions to any consequent ills (Berry 2008, 36). For both authors,
it appears that the local qualities that historically characterized rural areas, as well as the
rural image, are in some ways threatened by advances in technology and an increasingly
mobile society.
Arendt (1994) notes two distinct land use planning models exercised in the United
States historically, and also hints at the effects of mobility upon community and rurality.
The first originated upon the arrival of European settlers to North America and
demonstrated characteristics typical of European towns and villages. The model
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generally sought to establish grids of neighborhoods and streets that were both “practical
and economical,” as well as conscious of the importance of central community meeting
places (Arendt 1994, 3). The results of this model are alive in New England towns and
settlements to this day, where historical development is tightly clustered near the town
center for the sake of convenience and civic unity, while larger tracts of land outside the
residential and commercial core remain open. The second model, arising with the advent
of the automobile, consisted largely of the “commuter car suburb” and manifested itself
on the landscape in the form of “subdivisions, shopping centers, and office parks,
typically disconnected from each other and totally dependent upon cars to provide
linkage” (Arendt 1994, 3). The shift in pattern from clustered, mixed-use village to
disconnected, use-specific, “internally homogenous” district marked the beginning of a
phenomena commonly referred to sprawl, urban or suburban (Arendt 1994, 3). Smith
(1993, 129) provides the following graphic description of his experience with the
development pattern:
In going from place to place, I found myself continually
struck by the effects of urban sprawl as it devoured the
landscape…the way in which the subdivision of land into
building lots and parcels has played leapfrog over the
countryside, seemingly caring little where it makes the next
leap. In many cases, there is little rhyme or reason to the
areas developed. Residential communities, shopping areas,
and industrial tracts are all carved out of the first field
available that offers the least line of resistance. Any
resemblance to a pattern or plan for general development
appears to be coincidental rather than intentional.
Smith (1993) clearly refers to the appearance of the construction of the built environment
in the sprawl pattern, but underscores the point that wrapped up in the edifice are the
people inside the houses, filling the parking lots, bustling around the shopping centers.
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Part and parcel of the new pattern, as Smith (1993) and others suggest, is a new class of
people.
Mobility, technology, and a shifting rural land development pattern have resulted
in a new group of individuals occupying an unfamiliar landscape. The compression of
space and time described by Harvey (1989) – the ability of the body, of information, and
of expertise to cover distances quickly if not instantaneously via technology and
sophisticated networks of transport and communication – enables the individual to
occupy new spaces. Where once a population largely unable to move far beyond their
place of origin existed, now individuals seeking a rural ideal are able to pursue it while
simultaneously making a living via some other location. Indeed, the U.S. Census Bureau
reported in 2007 that, of the 48,621 employed individuals accounted for within Missoula
County, less than 500 were working in jobs related to agriculture, forestry, fishing,
hunting, or logging (U.S. Census Bureau County Business Patterns 2009). With 43,239
people living outside of the City of Missoula urban center, there are clearly a number of
individuals living in places where they do not work and perhaps occupying landscapes
without the intimate knowledge that previous occupiers may have had by virtue of landbased employment.
The impacts of this disconnection upon the land that is subject to the new patterns
of development and population growth are significant, as newcomers riding a
technological wave are thus empowered to physically occupy a space without necessarily
relying on its health to thrive. Gersh (1996) quotes a local Montana fishing guide noting
that this new population has a “tendency to not be able to look into the future…they're
too busy trying to chase the American Dream.” The guide continues: “I’ll be floating
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people down a river and they'll be enjoying the remoteness; they'll see a meadow and say,
'Oh my God, wouldn't that be a beautiful place to build a home.' People don't take the
next logical step” (Gersh 1996). That next logical step, a sort of vision into the future, is
twofold. First, as Arrandale (2006) notes, is development and construction “that
overwhelm[s] isolated communities and ruin[s] wildlife habitat…fragmenting fertile
valleys and upland grasslands” critical to landscape and ecosystem health. Second is the
stress to local governments resulting from the sudden enclaves demand for urban services
(Gersh 1996). Each house in a sprawl-type subdivision, each resident and taxpayer
intending to claim a rural place yet live an urban life, expects to “have a water supply, a
means of sewage, garbage, and trash disposal…schools and protection against fire and
other dangers” (Smith 2003, 129). In rural areas these urban services, perhaps considered
baseline by the mobile, uninitiated population, can be difficult to provide. The fishing
guide’s “next logical step” (Gersh 1996), the outcomes and requirements of rural
subdivision, must be considered by an entity other than the new population. The party
responsible for the subdivision itself assumes some culpability to be sure, but it is the role
of the rural subdivision planner to anticipate the result of land development before it
occurs.
Citizen Priorities in Missoula County
Gersh (1996), Arrandale (2006), and Travis (2007) each touch on some of the
more salient priorities of the rural citizen in the western United States, including the
preservation of agricultural land and open space, the protection of surface and subsurface water quality, and the defense of wildlife and wildlife habitat. In Missoula
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County, Montana, many of the same priorities, perhaps emblematic of rurality, are voiced
by residents.
In 2005, faced with a 21-lot residential subdivision on 46 acres in an area zoned
for one lot per five acres, Missoula County residents along Mullan Road several miles
west of the urban center attempted to prevent the development from proceeding via
petition (Merriam 2005). Area residents viewed the proposal as a disruption to their
“little piece of rural-life heaven,” fearing the new construction would “bring dangerous
traffic and dust pollution to their rural roads; threats to water quality by septic systems in
a delicate aquifer; and ‘leapfrog’ development that skips out into the country away from
services like sewer, which will then cost more to put in later” (Merriam 2005).
Beginning with the blessing of the Missoula County Board of County
Commissioners (BCC) and the Missoula City Council via Joint Resolution No. 6889 in
2005, the Community Food and Agriculture Coalition (CFAC) has facilitated a
community-wide discussion regarding food security, farmland preservation, and the
relation of each to rural subdivision and development (CFAC 2009). Szpaller (2009)
notes the paradox at the heart of this discussion, stating that “the call for local food is
loud and growing…at the same time in Missoula, some of the land that produces those
vegetables, that meat, is more valuable once it’s been developed.” Points in the
conversation include “keep[ing] farm and ranchlands with the most productive potential
intact” and determining “how much land…Missoula need[s] to protect” (Szpaller 2009).
With limited valley bottom in Missoula County, the debate over food security, farmland
preservation, and private property rights, manifested as the entitlement to subdivide, is
alive and vigorous.
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Backus (2006) illuminates the core of many of the concerns voiced by Missoula
County residents for wildlife populations as well as preservation of wildlife habitat.
When a Greenough, Montana landowner proposed a 119-lot residential subdivision on
approximately 200 acres in the Blackfoot Valley of Missoula County, locals bemoaned
the potential impacts to “the wildlife, the rivers, watersheds, riparian areas, the fish…all
work[ing] together” (Backus 2006). One local resident continued: “disrupt one element
and they’ll all spiral downhill…we’ve all seen that happen in too many places in
Montana…[and] don’t want it to happen here” (Backus 2009). The often “extraordinary
efforts of locals pulling together to protect the natural values of what many believe is a
very special place” were founded in this instance, and ultimately contributed to denial of
this particular rural subdivision by the BCC (Backus 2009).
Rural Subdivision Planning Methods in Missoula County
Of importance to this case study review and analysis, and to any subdivision
consideration in any jurisdiction, is the regulatory framework governing land
development. In the case of Missoula County, the 2008 Missoula County Subdivision
Regulations (MCSD 2008) as well as Title 76 of Montana Code Annotated (MCA 76) are
the documents by which the Missoula City-County Office of Planning and Grants (OPG)
currently evaluates rural subdivision proposals. OPG was created in 1996 as a bijurisdictional office to provide “planning, program development and implementation
services to the citizens and elected officials of the City and County of Missoula,” and
contains an office section specifically devoted to evaluating subdivision proposals (OPG
2009). MCA 76 provides the general foundation upon which local governments
construct their own specific set of regulatory documents, and therefore tends to focus less
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on design elements and micro-geographical idiosyncrasies and more on broad subdivision
proposal evaluation themes. State law nonetheless has the “final say,” and subdivisionbased litigation in Montana inevitably draws upon its particulars.
MCA 76 and MCSD 2008 agree very specifically on the items a subdivision
proposal must not adversely affect without adequate mitigation. These items include
impacts to water users and water user facilities; local services, including but not limited
to fire, police, and schools; the natural environment; and wildlife and wildlife habitat.
This list provides the general basis for local government approval or denial of a
subdivision proposal, for if the governing body finds no significant, unmitigated impact
to any of these items, a subdivision request must be approved; otherwise, the governing
body is justified in denying the proposal. This is an important point, and one which OPG
often stresses to the public when questioned as to the motivation for recommending
approval of certain proposals – if a subdivision either presents little to no impact or the
prospective subdivider is able to adequately mitigate unavoidable impacts, the BCC is
essentially unable to deny the subdivision legally. Denying a subdivision without the
just-cause inherent in unmitigated impacts leaves Missoula County exposed to potential
litigation (Merriam 2005). Each of the case studies discussed herein engage some portion
of MCSD 2008 and the review criteria contained within it and MCA 76, and illustrate the
ways in which these sources are used to anticipate and plan for Gersh’s (1996) “next
logical step.”
The subdivision process is generally prescribed by MCA 76, including public
agency review timelines and procedures, and is described with additional details in
MCSD 2008. When a rural subdivision proposal is submitted to OPG, the case is
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assigned to a planner and a meeting time is set to discuss the cursory details of the
development with the prospective subdivider. Following the initial meeting, the
applicant submits an application packet addressing the criteria contained in MCSD 2008
and MCA 76. This packet is reviewed for completeness and accuracy by the case
planner; if necessary information is missing, incomplete, or inaccurate, the applicant must
submit a revised packet addressing any of the outstanding elements. Once a packet is
determined to contain the necessary information for further review by specialty agencies,
the packet is sent to these agencies for comment. Specialty agencies frequently
commenting on subdivision proposals in Missoula County include: Montana Fish,
Wildlife & Parks (FWP), a state agency responsible for “the stewardship of the fish,
wildlife, parks, and recreational resources of Montana” (Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks
2009); Missoula County Rural Initiatives (RI), a county agency “responsible for
providing County citizens with an avenue for collection and distribution of data,
legislation, regulations and policies relative to Missoula County while concurrently
advising the [BCC] on issues of importance to rural residents…outside the urban area”
(Missoula County Rural Initiatives 2009); and the Five Valleys Audubon Society, a
chapter of the National Audubon Society serving the Missoula area and “advocating
actions that favor wildlife and environmentally sensitive uses of resources” among other
goals (Five Valleys Audubon Society 2009). Comments regarding subdivision proposals
are also solicited from Missoula County public works and engineering personnel, the
Missoula County Sheriff, the local fire jurisdiction, and a number of other governmental
and private entities providing or being requested to provide services to the proposed
development.
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Following the comment period, the OPG case planner compiles the responses
from those agencies providing remarks, essentially evaluating whether any of the
commenting agencies recommend that the proposal not proceed any further. Otherwise,
comments received from agencies form the basis of any OPG-recommended conditions
of subdivision approval forwarded to the BCC. The case planner drafts a staff report
containing these conditions and any findings of fact regarding the proposal. The findings
support conclusions of law that address the MCA 76 and MCSD 2008 subdivision review
criteria, as well as support any of the recommended conditions of approval. The BCC
then considers the subdivision proposal and any OPG staff recommendations at a public
meeting. The prospective subdivider has an opportunity to speak at this meeting, as do
any members of the public either in support of or in opposition to the proposed
development. The decision to approve, conditionally approve, or deny the subdivision is
typically arrived at over the course of a single meeting, though more than one meeting
may be used to discuss the proposal.
The case studies included in this assessment not only rely upon the review process
and criteria for review prescribed by the regulatory framework in place in Missoula
County, but upon the expert testimony provided by commenting agencies. In each case,
one or more of the elements contributing to rurality in Missoula County are addressed
through and by process and the observers.
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CASE STUDIES
This section provides examples of the work I performed as a rural subdivision
planner in Missoula County. In examining the particulars of each case, as well as the
methods and processes I employed in order to evaluate each situation, my role as a
planner begins to come into focus.
Case Study Selection
The case studies employed in this examination were chosen based primarily on
the fact that this author was the assigned case planner for each. Additionally, the
majority of the analysis and consideration of each project occurred within the year 2009.
Coupled with the fact that each case was under Missoula County jurisdiction, each of the
issues was therefore contemplated using the same edition of the Missoula County
Subdivision Regulations. It is important to note, however, that I processed other rural
subdivision proposals during the year 2009, and the cases examined with this research
were specifically chosen based upon the focus of discussion in each and their likely
contributions to the purpose of this endeavor.
Case Study No. 1 – Blue Heron Addition Subdivision
In September 2008, a couple owning approximately 35 acres of largely
undeveloped pasture land north of Huson in the Six Mile Creek drainage west of the City
of Missoula approached OPG with a proposal to subdivide their property into three
residential lots. Lot 1 of the proposed subdivision bordered Six Mile Creek along its
western boundary and Six Mile Road along its eastern boundary, and contained a restored
historic schoolhouse serving as the primary residence. Lot 2 to the west also bordered
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Six Mile Creek and, along with Lot 3 further to the west, consisted generally of a rolling
grassy landscape.
OPG requested agency comment and received responses from FWP and RI
devoting much attention to Six Mile Creek and its supported riparian vegetation. MCSD
2008 and MCA 76 stipulate that subdivision proposals shall not adversely impact the
natural environment, and the former specifically discusses the treatment of streams and
riparian vegetation in its Article 3. Both FWP and RI noted that the proposal as
presented, which included improvements to an existing crossing of the creek lying
entirely within the creek floodplain, would adversely impact that riparian resource.
Additional impacts were anticipated due to a lack of restricted activities near the creek
and within its associated riparian vegetation. The applicants simply did not propose
sufficient restrictions upon future owners to protect the resource adequately according to
FWP and RI (Appendix A).
McKinstry et al (2004) note that riparian areas in the western United States are a
unique resource, as they comprise very little acreage within a landscape yet support a
disproportionate percentage of a region’s wildlife. In the United States this condition is
specific to the West in that water is generally limited in its quantity here – a significant
portion of the West receives its annual allotment of water as winter snow and must rely
on its metered melt for the remainder of the year (McKinstry et al 2004, xi). In Missoula
County, precipitation is well-distributed in each season, but limited overall to less than 14
inches of water per year on average (NOAA 2009). From limited water follows limited
riparian and wetland vegetation, and a limited resource not only for fish and wildlife but
for humans relying upon the filtering and stream/river bank-stabilizing effects of that
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vegetation (Lyle 1999, 205). In general riparian areas represent a “link between
terrestrial and aquatic systems” by taking up floodplains and absorbing stream/river
meander, supporting wildlife seeking water, and contributing to water quality (Hubert
2004, 52).
MCSD 2008 requires subdividers to identify the locations of riparian areas on
subdivision plats and exhibits, propose a plan for protecting and managing the resources,
and provide a “no-build” area buffering the vegetation and water body from adjacent
development. The property owners proposing Blue Heron Addition Subdivision included
these elements in a cursory sense, but did not provide the level of detail and protection
suggested by FWP and RI. In particular, the owners proposed a 25 foot-wide protective
buffer area from the edge of vegetation to the point at which development could occur
and permitted activities such as mowing, cutting, and cattle grazing within the buffer
area. These activities in such close proximity to what was deemed a high-value riparian
resource, as well as the possibility of home construction a mere 25 feet from delicate
habitat, were considered an adverse impact to the natural environment (Appendix A).
The discussion of these impacts came to a head at the public consideration of the
subdivision by the BCC on April 1, 2009 (BCCa 2009). At the meeting, the BCC heard
testimony from OPG regarding the nature of the riparian resource – its intact condition
and large size relative to other riparian areas along Six Mile Creek – in addition to
recommended conditions regarding the riparian area upon which any approval of
subdivision should hinge. The BCC also heard testimony from the property owners and
their representative, arguing that the conditions restricted the use of the land and that the
riparian resource existed in its quality state because of their stewardship. The point was
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made by members of the BCC that in subdividing the land for sale, the stewardship that
resulted in what amounted to a public good was being severed – there was no guarantee
that future owners would care for the resource in a similar way, and therefore the time for
protecting the riparian area into the future was at that moment. Upon approval, the BCC
imposed conditions increasing the size of the protective buffer and limiting the activities
permitted in both the buffer area and the riparian resource area itself.
The extent to which the BCC agreed with the OPG staff-recommended conditions
was at times during the meeting questionable, as reflected in the imposed conditions
(ibid.). Where staff recommended a buffer width of 150 feet from the edge of the
riparian vegetation, as well as prohibition of all cutting, haying, or mowing within the
buffer area, the BCC disagreed. The buffer width was decreased to 50 feet in places and
cutting activities were permitted, the BCC citing agricultural potential onsite as a reason
to leave the riparian buffer area open to these activities in the future.
The riparian area present on this particular site represented a public health benefit
through its contribution to water quality in the Six Mile Creek drainage. The resource
represented a public welfare benefit in that it stood as a critical piece of the ecological
puzzle in the drainage and contributed to a sustained and diverse wildlife population.
The subdividers, despite living in this location for a number of years, underestimated the
probable impacts of the proposed development upon the creek and its riparian area, and
the case planner’s recommended conditions sought to anticipate those impacts. Though
significantly checked and questioned by the BCC (ibid.), OPG was able to secure some
measure of future protection for the resource.
Case Study No. 2 – Big Buck Subdivision
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In November 2008, OPG received a request to subdivide 5.09 acres of formerlyirrigated alfalfa field on the eastern slopes of the Bitterroot Mountains into three
residential lots. The property, near the proposed Bitterroot Resort ski facility, sat on the
south side of a road heading due west from the primary highway through the Bitterroot
Valley. On the north side of that road, development in the form of two to ten acre
“ranchettes” with consistent yet diffuse home construction stretched north towards the
town of Lolo and the historic ranch of the Maclay family. On the south side of that same
road, where the subject property was located, a series of property transactions outside of
the typical subdivision review process resulted in a string of parcels clustered tightly to
the road itself. South of those parcels, the landscape opened considerably and several
drainages converged below undeveloped public land west of which laid the unbroken
expanse of the Selway-Bitterroot (Appendix B).
From the beginning, OPG counseled the property owners regarding the issues
within their proposal likely to be of greatest concern to reviewing agencies, namely the
proposed location of one homesite furthest south on the property through a dry, grassy
depression the owners referred to as “the coulee.” The importance of this feature was not
apparent initially. There feature contained few trees and no evidence of an intermittent
stream flow. Yet, when agencies reviewing the proposal submitted comment to the
planning office, the call was for protection of, and ultimately greater distance from, the
coulee.
Looking west towards the property from the highway, it was clear that the
subdivision as proposed would result in a significant and irreparable impact upon the
landscape. The extent of the coulee, including its path upslope and eventual merge with
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other drainage features containing water and denser vegetation, was obvious from a
distance. The proposal, particularly the southernmost homesite, would represent the
furthest encroachment into the open grassland. The grassland, comprised of formerlyirrigated alfalfa pasture and native meadow grasses, occupied public and private lands.
Commenting agencies, including FWP and RI, provided a context for the grassland,
noting its importance as winter range for elk seeking less-frozen forage during colder
months and as a haven for elk calves reared in the very coulee the owners sought to build
a driveway through. Five Valleys Audubon Society identified the grassland as important
habitat for raptor and ground-dwelling bird species. It became clear to OPG that the
grassland south of the property was important to wildlife in the area, and that the coulee
on the owners’ property was a significant thoroughfare in and out of the area (Appendix
B).
Habitat loss has been identified as a critical factor decreasing levels of
biodiversity in the United States and internationally (Beatley 1994). However, the
situation is unique in the United States due in part to the nation’s relatively high amount
of land area per capita. Unlike other nations experiencing biodiversity loss, the United
States is not struggling to find square footage for a swelling population per se (ibid.).
Rather, the “inefficient and wasteful nature of our land usage” and “the sprawling landintensive patterns of development common” here result in a rate of habitat loss
disproportionate to the nation’s acreage per capita (Beatley 1994, 2). Travis (2007, 115)
identifies the motive behind this low-density, wasteful pattern in the western United
States – the desire for “mountain living near the city,” where “a house on a mountainside
with breathtaking views, deer and elk in the backyard, and sense of ‘wide-open spaces’”
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is the reward for the career-weary. The exurban development typified by this dream may
not appear especially destructive at first glance. However, the mix of “houses, garbage
cans, pets, fences, firebreaks, and even play structures” can “disturb and attract wildlife,”
as well as “setup new territorial tensions between people and wildlife and among wildlife
species” (Travis 2007, 129). Travis (2007, 129) continues, noting that:
In consuming habitat and threatening biodiversity,
exurbanization is like all other land development patterns.
Low-density residential development, however, yields a
particularly insidious problem, a version of “death-by-athousand-cuts” syndrome: the ecological effects of each
individual exurban development are generally small, yet
taken as a whole, they result in significant effects on
habitat and species over large areas.
It appeared that encroachment south of the coulee on the subject property in this particular
subdivision represented the first of the “thousand cuts” (ibid.) into the valuable grassland
habitat, and the issue assumed primary focus going forward with the proposal review.
At the public consideration of the subdivision before the BCC on September 9,
2009 (BCCc 2009), the property owners testified at length on topics ranging from private
property rights to the adequacy of adjoining lands for supporting the local elk population.
OPG countered with a discussion of the funneling effects of the multiple drainages in the
area, including the partially-onsite coulee, and the integral role played by the intact
grassland south of the subject property. Photographic perspectives upslope and
downslope from the property clearly illustrated the likely outcome of a homesite south of
the coulee, and the impact of non-clustered low density development upon this particular
landscape became apparent to members of the BCC. It was the unspoken testimony of an
adjacent property owner, however, that affected the governing body most – digital video
footage and a series of photographs showing elk on the property proved to be a critical
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visual reinforcement of much of the verbal testimony and arguments forwarded to that
point in the meeting. The BCC imposed conditions of subdivision approval requiring all
development to occur north of the coulee, as well as dedication of a buffer area between
the northern edge of the coulee and the nearest possible homesite (BCCc 2009). The
landscape feature identified during the agency review period as an elk calving location
was preserved in this instance.
In preserving elk habitat and foraging range, as well as grassland bird species
habitat, OPG and the BCC contributed to public welfare. As Beatley (1994, 6-7) notes,
preserving habitat and protecting sensitive species carry with them the possible benefits of
medicinal discovery, anthropological insight, conservation of the larger ecosystem of
which humans are a part of, recreational usage and aesthetic beauty, and emotional
wellness. The BCC decision also contributed to public safety, for as Travis (2007) points
out, the desegregation of human and wildlife habitable spaces very often results in
human/wildlife conflicts. The property owners, who hailed from different region of the
country entirely (BCCc 2009), were seemingly not in a position to consider not only how
to manage the concerns of public safety and welfare, but how to preserve the elements that
might constitute the property’s rurality.
Case Study No. 3 – Missoula County Fire Standards
Similar to other jurisdictions, Missoula County and the BCC recognize the
primacy of structure fire as a threat to public safety in housing developments and have
historically adopted subdivision regulations requiring some form of mitigation of the
hazard.
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Beginning in 1995, the adopted methods for mitigating the structure fire hazard in
the Missoula County Subdivision Regulations consisted of five options. Options one
through four required provision of physical water supplies for use by responding fire
agencies – municipal water systems producing 1,000 gallons per minute of flow, ponds or
river, storage cisterns with hydrants, or legacy agricultural wells producing 350 gallons
per minute or greater flow. Option five, interior residential sprinkler systems, provided
what was intended to be a more economically feasible alternative. Additionally, in rural
areas or locations where water rights precluded certain mitigation, the sprinkler option
might have been the only physically and legally possible alternative for providing a water
supply for fire protection. The first four options needed only to be approved for
adequacy after installation, while the fifth needed fire district approval at the proposal
stage (MCSD 2009).
At the same time subdivision applicants were required to provide one of the five
possible fire protection options as part of their submittal, proposals were also required to
comply with the Uniform Fire Code (UFC), generally regarded as the national fire
standards document. The UFC incorporates several hundred National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) codes by reference, making the UFC a complex and highlyinterconnected basis for fire protection, one which rural fire districts in the county were
expected to base comment upon and generally implement in their reviews of subdivision
proposals.
Over the years, the Missoula County planning office received subdivision
applications demonstrating a diverse level of understanding of and compliance with the
fire protection section of the regulations and the details of the UFC. More importantly,
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the office received remarkably varied comments from fire districts reviewing
subdivisions within the county – while one district might review a subdivision proposal
strictly according to the UFC and recommend thousands of dollars worth of
improvements, another district might deem the proposal acceptable upon payment of
$100 per new lot for equipment purchase. The recommendations of both districts,
however, were supposed to satisfy the very specific and rigorous requirements of the
subdivision regulations and the national code. Developers would choose residential
sprinklers for fire protection as the least expensive option, yet not pass along the
information that sprinkler installation was required to complete the building permit
process until after prospective buyers purchased the land. Those buyers in turn blamed
the county for imposing the requirement initially, at times turning to litigation.
Moreover, the mechanism for confirming that required items were in fact completed was
underdeveloped.
The heart of this issue is rurality. In the City of Missoula, the majority of
subdivision proposals simply report the number of fire hydrants in and around the
development and their distances relative to homesites. Fire protection is provided by a
multitude of fire stations and a brigade of paid, full-time firefighters who react to
emergencies instantly and with a barrage of quality equipment. The water supply for fire
protection is on every corner, under pressure and ready for deployment. Outside of the
city, the typical fire fighting agency is comprised mostly of volunteers working day jobs
far from fire stations, unable to quickly react to emergency calls and often underequipped to do the job once onsite. Water supply in Missoula County can be difficult to
come by – a river flowing in one season is dry or frozen in another, and rarely is a
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reliable source located at a particular incident site. Rural fire districts would review
subdivision proposals at the request of OPG and would comment in ways they felt most
comfortable with, not necessarily per the UFC but per their own opinions or feelings as to
how the particular district would be best served or would best be able to serve. The
resulting disparities and inconsistencies, as well as their liability implications for
Missoula County, precipitated a change in the way the BCC approached the fire
protection issue in 2009.
The Commissioners and OPG first identified that the primary cause of the
inconsistency in fire-related subdivision reviews was the number of jurisdictions
separately performing the reviews themselves. The solution to this issue was the
consolidation of the review process. To that end, the BCC contracted with a Montanabased engineering firm to evaluate water supply specifics, access types, and other design
elements contained within County subdivision proposals for adequacy. The second step
was to clearly lay out the parts of the exhaustive UFC that applied to suburban and rural
land development. The resulting document would guide not only the newly-hired
Missoula County Fire Inspector but also prospective subdividers seeking to streamline
the review of proposed developments (Appendix C). By referencing a specific set of
requirements assembled from the UFC and statutorily supported by both MCSD 2008 and
MCA 76, applicants would know precisely what was required of a project given its size,
location, and interior arrangement. From May through July 2009, OPG worked to
assemble this document in concert with local fire professionals, engineering firms, and
stakeholders (Appendix C). On July 22, 2009, the document went before the BCC for a
Public Hearing (BCCb 2009).
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Considering the simple reference to the UFC and a handful of water supply
requirements contained in MCSD 2008, the appearance of seven pages of specific
requirements including calculations and hydraulics seemed to constitute the adoption of
new regulations for many involved in the process of generating the fire-review document.
Regulation revision in the County typically involved a greater number of meetings over a
longer period of time, as well as convening of a technical working group or some form of
advisory panel to oversee the revision – the fire review document lacked many of these
provisions and was “backroom” in the eyes of some observers. The BCC, OPG, and
ultimately the Missoula County Attorney’s Office posited two very important arguments
to the contrary (ibid.). First, the simplicity of the UFC requirement in MCSD 2008 was
actually a benefit, as the regulations simply state that all proposals shall comply with
“applicable laws, ordinances, and regulations, including but not limited to…Uniform Fire
Code” (MCSD 2008, 13). The extent of what was actually required in a subdivision
proposal then depended exclusively upon what was contained in the UFC. Second, the
UFC, in Chapter 2, states that “documents or portions thereof listed in [the] chapter are
referenced in [the UFC] and shall be considered part of the requirements” of the code
(UFC, Chapter 2 §2.1). Chapter 2 continues on to reference over 300 supporting codes
and sub-documents, including National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) codes 1141
and 1142 regarding fire protection infrastructure and water supplies for land development
in suburban and rural areas. The latter two codes formed the basis of the fire-review
document, were incorporated into the UFC by reference, and became a requirement of
MCSD 2008 by reference to the UFC. The requirements of the fire-review document
were deemed acceptable and authorized by the subdivision regulations as written, and
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following several hours of testimony and discussion at the Public Hearing on July 22nd,
the BCC adopted the new document (BCCb 2009).
The case of Missoula County and its handling of the issues surrounding the need
for reliable fire protection is the result of the county’s size, the scope of its landscape, and
the desire of its residents to inhabit often far-flung reaches of the jurisdiction. As Wall
(2007) notes, that desire transcends rationality in some instances – an emotional
connection to the natural environment has the ability to virtually override one’s sense of
danger, of self-preservation. Consideration of land development, and in this case land
development regulation, in relation to the fire hazard was intimately tied to the character
of the landscape for the BCC. In a situation where individuals were willing to put
themselves in danger in order to live a life closer to the land, whether perceived or actual,
the BCC acted to protect public health, safety, and welfare with the assistance of OPG.
The process of arriving at an adopted set of standards was arduous to be sure,
however. Opposition from the development community, from engineers and surveyors,
was considerable, and representatives from the Missoula Building Industry Association
referred to a brief consideration by the BCC of rescinding the residential sprinkler option
as vindictive and spiteful. Some at the Public Hearing suggested that the standards were
designed to subvert and ultimately prevent rural subdivision development, while others
spoke of the impact of the fire protection requirements on the feasibility of affordable
housing (BCCb 2009).
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DISCUSSION AND STUDY LIMITATIONS
In reviewing the three case studies and their respective outcomes, one particular
common theme emerges. Blue Heron Addition Subdivision and Big Buck Subdivision,
as well as all future approved proposals subject to the Missoula County Fire Standards,
will exist despite their perpetuation of the sprawl development pattern described by Smith
(2003) and Gersh (1996), and despite causing some of the impacts explicated by Travis
(2007). As Merriam (2005) described in quoting a member of the BCC, the authority to
deny subdivision proposals is far more elusive than the apparent obligation to approve
them in this part of Montana. What then is the role of the rural subdivision planner in
Missoula County if development seemingly proceeds despite the planner’s influence?
The responsibility to assemble the opinions of experts, to measure a subdivision
proposal’s details against the yardsticks of MCSD 2008 and MCA 76, to regulate and
compromise, becomes the responsibility to control loss, to triage and prevent. The role of
the rural subdivision planner is ultimately one of minimization, of shaping an otherwise
impactive land development proposal into one with a lesser footprint.
Of the limitations inherent in this review and assessment, three are of greatest
concern. First, the purpose statement posits that the rural subdivision planner essentially
fills a void in local knowledge by assembling facts perhaps unapparent to property
owners and individuals new to the land. However, as a governmental employee I am
unable to compare the public role to the private role. This point might add a new
dimension to the purpose statement – what are the respective roles of the private and
public-sector rural subdivision planner in Missoula County, Montana? While the case
studies explored in the research support the typecasting of the public role to a certain
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degree, the thesis statement ignores the fact that the vast majority of rural subdivision
applicants are represented by local planning and engineering firms, some of which have
been acting on the Missoula County land development stage for many decades. These
hired representatives should seemingly possess the same level of knowledge as the public
sector planner regarding rural characteristics and rural landscape elements, and should in
turn pass that knowledge along to the their clients. Perhaps the problem statement should
not be limited simply to unfamiliar property owners but should include those who,
perhaps compelled to follow the wishes of their paying clientele, choose to ignore the
effects of the sprawl development pattern upon the rural landscape. The differences of
opinion regarding the potential for impacts witnessed on a case-by-subdivision case basis
are personal evidence that the roles of planners in these two sectors are driven by a
differing set of circumstances.
Second, the cases chosen for review in this research represent a fraction of the
land-use planning activity in Missoula County in 2009. Over the course of the year, the
planning office reviewed a multitude of subdivisions through to completion.
Additionally, many more subdivision proposals were brought forward but eventually
abandoned, and many other actions related to zoning were processed and approved. In
these other instances, there are cases that would undoubtedly support different
conclusions regarding the role of the subdivision planner. The cases discussed herein
were thus purposely chosen to support this researcher’s thesis. Additionally, OPG
evaluates subdivision proposals for the City of Missoula, where existing infrastructure,
public transportation, and urban-level services facilitate land development more in-line
with the first model described by Arendt (1994). Planners in OPG evaluate both city and
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county proposals, and thus are able to vary their roles within a given year depending upon
the location of an assigned proposed subdivision.
Third, the fact that I was the assigned planner for each of the three cases raises
valid subjectivity-related concerns. The potential for a skewed, biased examination of
each case study may therefore be greater because of pre-conceived notions on my part as
to the outcomes of the individual cases, their particular strengths and successes. This is
not to say that the personal perspective is invalidating; rather, my subjective view
represents what Cresswell (2007, 18) describes as the “axiological assumption” inherent
in qualitative research.. In recognizing this assumption, qualitative research recognizes
the often “value-laden nature of [qualitative] study” and “admits that the stories voiced
represent an interpretation and presentation of the author as much as the subject of study”
(ibid.). Though the personal perspective is an integral part of translating a series of my
professional experiences into this academic analysis and its conclusions, and qualitative
research assumes a certain degree of subjectivity, choosing of case studies in which I was
not a key actor may have contributed to a more objective consideration of the role of the
rural subdivision planner.
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CONCLUSION
As a student of planning, I learned mostly of urban and city planning – of the
innovative designs influencing transportation in Portland; of the arcing cul-de-sacs
carving up the landscape in Orange County, California; of Complete Streets programs
and New Urbanism. This is not to say that rural planning was altogether overlooked in
my schooling, or in planning education programs at large, but city planning seems to
happen on the cutting edge. My experience at OPG has shown me that although rural
subdivision planning receives less attention in academic circles and at national
conferences than urban planning and design, in Missoula County, where buildable land is
at a premium, the rural subdivision planner is a key component in the development
process. The case studies discussed in this paper, cases in which I was the planner
working on and with the issues, illustrate how rural subdivision planning decisions
acutely affect rural residents, because that portion of the Missoula County population
critically relies on the health of the natural environment and the preservation of a rural
ideal.
Assessing the role of the rural subdivision planner, my role of prevention and
minimization for the past three years, leads me to question whether the system under
which development proposals are reviewed in Missoula County could be structured more
efficiently. As a taxpayer-funded public servant I feel obligated to employ public
revenue to its maximum usefulness, and often times I and my colleagues find ourselves
making the same arguments and spending time debating the same issues case after case.
The repetition is inefficient to be sure, particularly when we are able to anticipate the
likely issues inherent in a development project well in advance of the agency comment
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period of the BCC consideration, yet we must provide applicants and property owners
their right to due process.
One possible solution to this issue in the most rural parts of Missoula County is to
zone the land, thereby imposing a predictable set of rules for development that hopefully
“achieve a logical pattern of land-use” by guiding it “in such a way that it will make
sense both economically and from a physical-design standpoint” (Smith 1993, 112-113).
In Montana, zoning in counties is authorized by MCA 76-2-201 and must be imposed in
accordance with a growth policy functioning per MCA 76-1-605 (MCA 76, 2009).
However, as Smith (1993, 113-115) points out, zoning is not always well-tolerated by
residents within a jurisdiction. In Missoula County and in the West more broadly, where
historically the frontier represented an escape from engagement with the government
(Kemmis 1990, 13), zoning, adoption of growth policies, and planning in general are
often perceived as fundamental infringements upon private property rights. Take the
example of Ravalli County, Montana, neighboring Missoula County immediately to the
south, where the adopted growth policy was repealed in 2009 precisely because residents
interpreted its content not as a “blueprint for smart growth” in a place with a rapidly
expanding population but as restriction upon they are permitted to do on their own land
(Jannotta and Cramer 2009). MCA 76-2-203 (MCA 76, 2009) states that “zoning
regulations must be made in accordance with the growth policy,” but if rural residents in
western Montana are unable to conceive of even this baseline planning document – which
in itself has no regulatory authority according to state law – then codified zoning
regulations seem out-of-the-question.
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Another possible solution to the problem of redundant review, one that speaks to
the issues inherent in low-density rural development at large and works in concert with
zoning to an extent, is implementation of Transferable Development Rights, or TDR,
program. The National Association of Realtors (2010) defines TDR as “the exchange of
zoning privileges from areas with low population needs, such as farmland, to areas of
high population needs, such as downtown areas.” Bound also to the zoning privileges
cited in the definition are development privileges. Gallatin County, Montana sought to
implement this type of program in order “to redirect development potential from the rural
areas [of the county] into designated growth areas using financial incentives” (Gallatin
County Planning Office, 2009). The TDR program offers the prospective subdivider the
opportunity for percentage increases in the density of a proposed development in
exchange for conservation of land. For example, a rancher in Gallatin County seeking to
subdivide previously undeveloped property might be offered a 10 per cent increase in the
total residential density permitted within a development if the rancher agrees to pursue
the subdivision in another location. Alternatively, that rancher would have the option of
selling the right to develop that land to prospective developers nearer an urban core with
established services. Critical to the TDR program are those other locations, commonly
referred to as a “receiving areas,” as well as those open-space resources which Gallatin
County residents wish to conserve, referred to as “sending areas” (ibid.). The sendingreceiving dynamic raises concerns for those inhabiting the latter however, as existing
residents in receiving areas essentially absorb the development rights of non-adjacent
property owners. It is this difficulty, coupled with doubts regarding the mechanism for
determining the extent of a property owner’s right to develop, that eventually derailed to
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the TDR program in Gallatin County (Williams 2007). Much of the determination of a
county property owner’s right to develop would have been based upon an eventual
zoning initiative; the rural residents of Gallatin County were unsupportive of such an
initiative, and the County was unable to calculate rural property owner entitlements.
Similarly to Ravalli County’s growth policy retraction, the rural residents of Gallatin
County were wary of the proposed TDR program’s effects upon private property rights.
In light of these failed examples, perhaps then the “future direction” for the rural
subdivision planner in Missoula County really has very little to do with the public sector
planner herself. The planners in my section of OPG have recently undertaken an effort to
catalog the details of approved subdivisions, keeping track of the number of lots
approved, the arrangement of developments themselves, and their geographic locations.
The effort has resulted in a database of subdivision information, representing a tool that
really does very little other than to serve as repository for information, a sort of collective
memory for current and future rural subdivision planners. As rural subdivision planners
compile this information over time and expand the Missoula County record, the data can
serve to assist the Board of County Commissioners in linking decisions and building
subdivision-to-subdivision cohesion. Meanwhile, perhaps those members of the public in
fear of planning, zoning, and growth management as infringements upon private property
rights or attempts by the government to unduly control personal action can work to move
beyond those concerns. Rather, the fearful and distrustful can work towards achieving
another collective understanding – that “the fundamental rights of…the community…to
enforce reasonable governmental regulations and restrictions transcend that of the private
right of ownership of land” (Smith 1993, 113). Only then will the role of the rural
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subdivision planner in Missoula County, Montana appreciably change – when the rural is
able to advocate for itself.
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APPENDIX A – EXCERPTS FROM BLUE HERON ADDITION STAFF REPORT
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APPENDIX B – EXCERPTS FROM BIG BUCK STAFF REPORT
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APPENDIX C – MISSOULA COUNTY FIRE REVIEW STANDARDS
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